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The city of Istanbul is situated on the southern en-
trance of the Bosphorus which separates Asia from Europe i
at the same time it is the only strait that leads to the
Black Sea. Istanbul is the city that connects Europe-Asia
highways and railways. These features show that Istanbul
is a very important port.(See Map I)
The Golden Horn and the southern end of the Bosphorus
consti tute a natural harbor which has been in use for many
years. Al though the natural harbor has served its purpose
in the past, the present conditions necessitate the presen-
ce of a new harbor. These conditions are the follOWing:
1. The present harbor is in the middle of the busi-
ness district of the city. Transportation of cargo
to and from this area create congestion and nuisan-
ce which is very unfavorable.
2. Since ninety percent of the workers from the busi-
ness district commute to and from work by fer~y
boats, the ferry boa.t landing have to be situated
within the harbor.
3. The present harbor has a few wharves that can ac-
comodate only a limited number of ships. The rest
of the ships have to anchor off-shore and then
cargo handled wi th barges which increase the trans-
portation difficulties of the harbor.
4. The crowded shore line of the harbor prevents the
construction of the piers perpendicular to the shore.
25. The present harbor is subjeot to a swift ourrent of
4 knots, which makes mooring and handling or oargo
difficult.
One eoonomioal method of improving the old harbor would
be to oonstruct & supplementary harbor to handle some of the
shipping and thus relieve the congestion.
HaydarpB.§a is a 1'avorable location 1'or such a harbor.
(See Map II) Some of the advantages 01' locating the supple-
mentary harbor at Haydarpa§a are the 1'ollowing:
1. Haydarp&§a is located at the Asiatic end of the Is-
tanbul-Ankara railroad, and is only 1.5 miles from
the present harbor.
2. This railroad can be extended to facilitate the en-
tire harbor.
3. There is available space for construction of piers.
On the shore of the harbor, there is plenty of land
available for the construction of terminals, freight
handling facilities, and depots.
4. Besides these, the disadvantages of the natural har-
bor can be considered as advantages for the harbor
at Haydarpa§ a •
The purpose of this stUdy is to design a sui table break-
water for the proposed harbor at Haydarpa§& and thus make it
economical to supplement the old harbor there.
REVIEW OF LI TERATURE
There have been few improvements in the design of
breakwaters in recent years. The latest important contri-
bution to this sUbject was the publication of 'Wave Action
In Relation To Engineering Structures' by Captain D.D. Gail-
lard in 1904. Most of the pUblications on breakwater design
since that time, use the formulas and methods conceived by
Gaillard and his predecessors.
Before the 19th century there was very little need for
brealtwaters; the few natural harbors could handle the ship-
ping at that time. However the increase in shipping at the
beginning of 19th century made it necessary to develop new
harbors. Breakwaters made it possible to develop these new
harbors; they af~orded protection agaisnt the seas. As the
breakwaters became more and more important, the need for
proper breakwater design increased.
ActUally the development of breakwater design began
with the important theory of wave motion by Franz Gerstner
in l802(~)
Many other engineers made contibutions to the stUdy of
wave motion, but Thomas Stevenson introduced the most valu-
able contribution With his investigations of wave action.
,fhe~ft were published in his book, 'The Construction of Har-
bors ' in 1864(2.) Mr. St d 1evenson eve oped empirical formulas
(1) Gaillard, D.O., Wave Action in Relation to Engineering
Structures, The Engineer School,Va., p.7, 1935.
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for the height of' waves due to the fetch. His investigations
of wave action included the maximum height of waves in large
bodies of water, their length, velocity, and force.
Another important contribution to the design of break-
waters was the publication of William Shield's book 'Prin-
ciples and Practice of Harbor Construction' in l895(~) Mr.
Shield deals With the problem very systematically and statts
with elementary principles, ends with method~ of constructing
breakwaters. Mr. Shield includes the cross-sections of all
types of breakwaters constructed up to that time. Actually
Mr. Shield has some investigations concerning the height of
waves on the shores of South Africa and England.
(2) Stevenson, Thomas., The Design and Construction of
Harbors, London, Longmans Green, 1864.
(3) Shield, William., Principles and Practice of Harbor
Construction, London, Longmans Green, 1895.
CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE GENERAL DESIGN OF H.ARBCRS
No general rules can be laid down for the construction
of harbors, neither oan it be said that one type of break-
water is better than another. The only safe course is a
careful investigation of the ciroumstanoes of the locality.
Preliminary Investigation:- A comprehensive and detailed
survey of the proposed location, the limits of whioh oan be
best decided after a through inspection of the site and its
general surroundings has been made. The survey should in-
clude the following:
a) Soundings should be taken at suffioiently short in-
tervals throughout the proposed harbor area;
b) The nature of the harbor bed should be determined at
each of the sounding points;
c) A study of the available materials for oonstruction
of the harbor works should be made. The materials
should inolude stone, gravel, water, sand, etc.;
d) The above study should also include the transpor-
tation of these materials.
After the preliminary survey has been completed, it is
necessary to determine the number, size, draught and des-
cription of vessels likely to use the harbor. The narbor
should be laid out in such a manner as to facilitate future
extensions. The position and direction of the harbor en-
trances should receive careful attention.
In designing harbors, especially large ones, the degree
5
6of shelter should be carefully considered. That is, a break-
water intended only to break the waves and not to prevent
the broken water passing over into the harbor, need not be
carried much above the high water level. On the other hand,
for a harbor of refuge, where in time of war it might be of
importanve to ship materials and embark troops without delay,
a breakwater with a vertical face carried high above the high
water level, to prevent the broken water from passing over
it, would be justified~ A' Harbor of Refuge', as mentioned
above for 'General' use, should in such a position and 10-
cation as to afford shelter under any condition of wind and
weather. It should possess ease of approach, good holding
ground and secure anchorage at various depths.
A harbor for 'Special' use is one whose position and
location is influenced mainly by strategical considerations.
In planning structures which are to be exposed to wave
action, it is necessary to secure in advance, data pertaining
to the follOWing subjects:(l)
1. Frequency and violence of storms.
2. The direction and maximum velocity of storm winds.
3. 'Fetch'.
4. The direction of wave travel.
5. The maximum height and length of storm waves.
6. Whether or not waves break in advance of, or in the
vicinity of, the site during storms.
(1) Gaillard, D.D., Wave Action, The Engineer School, Va.
p. 213, 1935.
7. The governing depth in the vicinity.
8. The con~iguration and character o~ the bottom.
9. The fluctuation of water level.
10. The movement of ice.
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8DISCUSSION ON WAVES
Wave Aetion:- In planning of marine structures such as
breakwaters, piers, works for shore protection, etc., a
thorough knowledge of the wave action on these structures
is very important. The well known methods of determining
the action of the waves' force on these structures were
formulated from observations rather than from mathematics.
These methods when properly applied, give rather accurate
resul ts. Whereas the purely mathematical methods are not
consistent and cannot be relied upon.
Olassification of' Wave-s-:- The three important classes of
waves are, Oscillatory Waves, Waves of Translation, and
Tidal Waves. These may be further divided as follows:
1. Oscillatory Waves; waves caused by winds, in which
the particles of water only move in a vertical di-
rection.
a. Ripple. This is the first step in the develop-
ment of the oscillatory wave. It requires a wind
of about one half nautical mile per hour to two
miles per hour wind to generate ripples. When
the length of these ripples reach about 0.68 in.
and the velocity of about 0.76 feet per second
they become transformed into ordinary gravita-
tional waves. (1)
(1) Bigelow, Henry B ., Wind Waves At Sea Breakers and S~:fJ
Hydrographic Office Publication No. 602, Washington D.O.
p. 7, 1947.
9b _ Ordinary Gravitational Waves. This is the most
common type of wave found in deep waters. As the
velocity of wind increase, the size and velocity
of the wave increase until the ordinary gravita-
tional wave transform into a storm wave.
d. Storm Wave. Waves caused by wind of high velocity.
The effect of these waves is important in the de-
sign of marine structures.
2. Waves of Translatio~_ Particles of these waves move
horizontally as well as vertically_ The waves of this
class may be caused by any of the following condi-
j;ions:
a. Differences in head of water. Rivers, canals, etc.
b. Changes in temperature. Ocean currents, etc.
c. Obstructions. Reefs, shoals, beaches, etc.
Waves of all classes become waves of translation upon
reaching shallow water.
3. Tidal Waves. These waves are waves caused by earth
shocks.
All the foregoing classes of waves are important in
the design of marine structures. A careful consideration
should be given to analyze the effect of the forces exerted
by these waves on the proposed structures.
Height, Length, and Period of Waves:- The dimensions of
waves, by which their shapes ans sizes are usually defined
are:
1. Height; the elevation of each crest above the suc-
10
ceeding trough, in feet.
2. Length; the distance between crests on successive
waves, in feet.
3. Period; the length of time required for the passage
of two successive crets passing a stationary point, in
seconils.



























Fig. 1. Dimensions of waves
The height of the wave depends on the direction and velocity
of the wind, the fetch, the type of shore line, and the depth
of the water.
When a wave enters a bay or indentation in the coast
line of gradually decreasing depth, the wave tends to become
parallel to the interior shore line. If the wind blows pa-
rallelto the shore line, the waves at distance from the
shore line will run perpendicular to it; but the waves close
to the shore line will swing around and travel shoreward
instead of continuing in the direction of the wind.
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Assuming a constant velocity and direction of wind,
the height of a wave at the windward shore being zero, the
wave will increase in size as it moves towards the leeward
shore until it attains a limiting value for that wind. The
distance over which waves may be driven by the wind to any
particular point is called 'fetch' to which such a point is
exposed. When the fetch is suf'ficiently great and the
depth of water is ample, the wave having attained the li-
mi ting height, will continue with this constant height until
a resistance is encountered in shallow water or against a
marine s truc ture of some kind.
For a certain fetch, there is a certain critical velo-
city of wind that will produce the maximum height of waves.
For velocities of wind below this critical value, the height
of wave formed is less than that of the critical value. For
velocities of wind above the critical value, the height of
the wave tends to increase, but a further increase of the
wind velocity, blows the crests into the trough and the ac-
tual height of the wave decreases.
Mr. Thomas Stevenson has established from a large number
of observations the following empirical formulas for the
height of waves due to a given fetch. This formula holds
for the case of strong gales, where the depth is sufficient-
tp allow the full formation of the waves.(2)
For D>30 miles
h = 1.5 {f5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• (1)
(2) Gaillard, D.D., Ope cit., p.56.
where, h =height in feet
D = fetch in statue miles
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For short reaches and violent squalls the following
formula should be used:
For D <30 miles
h = 1.5VD + (2.5 -YD) ............... (2)
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Fig. 2. Curve showing height of waves due to ~etch'
TABLE 1.- The heights of waves, in feet, theoretically
produced by winds of various strengths blow-
ing over different fetches, as adapted from
D.D. Gaillard
Wind velocity, Fetch in nautical miles
nautical miles
per hour 10 50 100 300 500 1000
10 ·............. 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
15 ·............. 2.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
20 ·............. 3.0 6.0 7.5 9.5 10.0 10.5
30 ·............. 5.0 10.0 13.0 17.5 20.0 21.5
40 ·............. 7.0 14.0 19.0 27.5 31.0 36.0
50 ·............. 8.5 18.0 24.0 37.5 44.0 51.0
It would seem that this formula has its limitations in
the case of large oceans where the fetch may be several
thousand miles. It is not likely that waves much higher
than 45 feet often exist and which the formula correspond
to a fetch of 900 miles.
Mr. David A. Molitor, M. Am. Soc. C.E.(3) introduced
the wind velocity as a variable into the Stevenson formula
and used statue miles instead of nautioal miles. Thus the
Stevenson formula is applicable to varying conditions. For
a given wind velocity, V in miles per hour, and a fetch, D
in statue miles, the height, h in feet can be found from
the following formulas:
h = O.17~V D D>20 miles .... (3)
h =O.17{V D + 2.5 -"':[0 D<20 miles (4)
The vast majority of waves are considerably lower
than 12 to 15 feet, and waves much higher than 20 to 25
feet are not usual anyWhere. Thus the heighest measured
wave observed on the cruise of the French frigate Venus
around the world in 1836 to 1839 was about 25 feet, in the
vicinity of Cape Horn~4) Similarly, the largest waves ob-
served from HeM.B. Challenger during her historic scienti-
fic cruise around the world in 1873 - 1875, were only 18 to
22 feet high in the southern Indian Ocean, while the max-
(3) Molitor, David A., Wave pressure on Sea-Walls and Break-
waters, American Society of Civil Engineers Transactions,
Vol. 100, p. 984, 1935.
(4) Bigelow, Henry B., Ope cit., p. 22
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imum height reported by United States naval of:ficers from
any part of the ocean during the three years, 1883-86, was
25 feet.
As mentioned before waves higher than 25 feet are not
common, but it is well established that waves may grow to
40 or 50 feet or higher when a really severe gale extends
over an area great enough to have an effective fetch of
600 to 800 miles. A few examples are listed below: (5)
Waves with average heights of approximately 30 feet,
the largest (about one in every six) about 43 feet high,
observed by Dr. Scoresby midway between Newfoundland and
Ireland on March 5, 1848.
Waves of at least 40 feet which forced the Normania
to put back to New York from halfway across the Atlantic,
because of the damage done to her upper works, in January
1894.
A colossal sea apparently with wave heights of at
least 60 feet encountered by the Majestic, southwest of
Ireland on February 20, 1923.
A single wave of at least 57 feet, as calculated from
a photograph taken from the United States Fisheries' steamer
Albatross, off the northwest coast of the United States.
A miximum of 37.5 feet reported by Lieutenant Paris in
the southern Indian OCean, between Cape of good Hope and St.
Paul Island, in 1891.
(5) Bigelow, Henry B., Ope cit., p. 23.
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TABLE 2.- Strengths of wind according to Beaufort
scale as adapted from Henry B • Bigelow




2 ·.............. Light breeze .... 11
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Moderate breeze . 20
6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Stiff breeze •••• 30
8 ·.............. 1-10derate gale • • • 42
10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Strong gale ..... 56
When a wave encounters an opposing current~ its height
is increased ~ length decreased and veloci ty diminished. No
energy being lost. the.wave front becomes steeper and ate-
eper and may break. The degree to which a wave is altered
by a current depends on the ratio between the velocity of
the wave in still water and the velocity of the current it
encounters. The following table is used to find the ratios.
TABLE 3.- Ratios between the heights, lengths and
steepness of waves in still water and
in currents of diffrent relative velocities
from Henry B. Bi ge low.
Ratio between wave Ratio between current vel-charac teri s tic s in
current and in still ocity and wave velocity in
water still water
0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05
Height ............ 2.35 1.75 1.39 1.21 1.08
Length ............ .43 .52 .67 .79 .90
Steepness ......... 5.49 3.40 2.07 1.53 1.21
• • • • • • . • • • • • • . . •• (5)
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When waves pass into a closed harbor, they are reduced
in their heights. Thomas Stevenson states that when the
breakwaters are high enough to screen the inner area from
the wind , where the depth is reasonably uniform, the width
of entrance not too great compared with the section of the
wave, the quay walls are vertical or nearly vertical, and
when the point of observation from the entrance not less
than 50 feet, the following formula is applicable in find-
ing the reduced height of waves in a harbor: (6)
(h +fi)~
X = Vb _
hvB 50
Where, h = height of wave at entrance, in feet
b =breadth of entrance, in feet
B =breadth of harbor at place of observa-
tion, or more accurately length of arc
with radius D
D = distance from entrance of harbor, to
place of observation, in feet
x = height of reduced wave at place of ob-
servation, in feet
Length:- The linear distance between the crests of suees-
sive waves increase much more rapidly than does the height
of the waves, provided the ratio between its length and
height is approximately the same. If a 5 foot wave, 100 feet
(6) D.D. Gaillard, Ope cit., p.15.
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long doubles in size, its length increases about 20 times as
much as its height does. The heighest wave has the minimum
length ratio. The length ratio L/h varies between rather
wide limits depending on the velocity of the wind, the dura-
tion of the storm, and the depth of water.
Lieutenant Paris, of the French navy, found the values
of L/h to be as follows: (7)
In a light sea, L/h = 39
In a rough sea, L/h:= 21
In a heavy sea, L/h = 19
Dr. Gerhard SChott, as the result of his observations,
obtained the data in the following table.
TABIE 4.- Values of L;b. with the character of the
wind, from D.D. Gaillard
Wind Value of L/h
Charac ter Force (Beau- Maximum Min1mum Mean
fort scale)
Moderate
• • • • • 5 • • • • • • • • 41 20 33
Strong ••••••• 6 to 7 • • • 19 18 18
Storm • • • • • • • • 9 and more 21 13 17
Captain Gaillard has devised a length ratio formula for
relatively shallow waters, which is,
L/h = 840/V • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (6)
For various wind velocities, the values of L/h is given in
(7) D.D. Gaillard, Ope cit., p. 74.
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in the ~ollowing table.
TABLE 5.- The values of equation (6) for various
wind velocities, from A.S.C.E. Trans-
actions, Vol. 100, p. 987
V L V L
h h
30 28.0 55 15.3
35 24.7 60 14.0
40 21.0 65 12.9
45 18.7 70 12.0
50 16.8 75 11.2
Period:- The period, length and velocity of a wave are in-
terrelated; the theoretical relationships between them is:
T = J2TrL
.g ••••••.•••••••••••• • (7 )
Where, L is the length of the wave and g, accelaration due
to gravity.
Velocity of Wave Propagation:- Theoretically, the velocity
of a freely running deep water wave depends on its length.
Commonly the longer the wave, the higher its velocity. The
fact that, the direct push of the wind against the backs of
the waves does not cause them to a.dvance, but tha.t once a
wave of oscillation has been set in motion, it will continue
to run across the sea even in a flat calm.
The theoretical velocity of propagation of a wave in
19
deep water with d> L/2 1s: (8)
L/t = v =12~ = 2.261[
v = 2.26v'L"" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (8)
For shallow-water waves with d <L/2,
v = 2.26 elL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Where. c =Jbe • be/ae being the ratio of the
as
semi-minor to the semi-major axes of the surface orbits.
The particles of the wave move in elliptioal orbits in case
of a shallow-water wave, thererore the constant (0), the ra-
tio of the semi-minor and major axes, is introduced. The
particles move in circular orbits in case of deep water, so
that the ratio becomes equal to one.
Height of Wave Above Still-Water Level :- It is necessary to
point out that the the still-water level does not represent
the mean height of the crest and the trough. (See Fig.l) The
height of wave above still-water level is of importance, as
it indicates the height to which a marine structure may be
sUbjected to direct wave attack, or the attack of heavy
floating bodies on the water.
Mr. Thomas Stevenson states that at the Wink Bay ob-
servations, some of the large waves, during the storms,
showed that about two thirds of the height of the wave was
above the undisturbed water level and about one third below
(8) Molitor, David A., op. cit., p. 989.
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(10)• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
the undisturbed water 1evel~9) In shallow waters the height
above still-water level is higher, a. fa.ct which must not be
disregarded when examining the safety of a structure.
According to Captain Gaillard, the height of wave crest
above still-water level just before it breaks, is given by
the following formu1as~10)
For deep-water waves with d 1.84 h
h h 2
a=2'+L
and for shallow-water waves with d 1.84 h
h 2h2a = 2' + T (11)
The term still-water level, used throughout, represents
a line for which the sec tional area of the wave ridge is
e qUal to that of the wave hollow. (See Fig.1)
Depth of Water in Which a. Wave Breaks :- Due to the action
of high winds, currents and probably some other reasons not
so well understood, osoil1atory or deep water waves may
break, partially at least, in deep water. On the other hand ,
waves always break when they reach water of insufficient
depth. This minimum depth is important 1n determining the
maximum wave that may be expected to arrive at a marine
structure located in shallow water. The nature of the bot-
tom or the sea-bed has much to do in this SUbject. The depth
1n which a wave breaks is much less for a rough bottom than
for a smooth sandy bottom.
td t being the depth measured from the still-water level
(9) D.D. Gaillard, op. cit., p. 95.
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and tht, the height of the wave just before the breaking of
the crest, it was found that'd' varied between the l1mits
0.72 h and 2.0 h, but USUally t d' was equal to I h I in many
cases. From the observations by Captain Gaillard, at various
lakes and oceans beaches, it is noted tha.t waves from 7 to
13 feet in height and a sandy bottom sloping about 1 :40,
the waves broke in a depth equal to 1.72 h. With a rough
bottom and waves from 6 to 9 feet in height, the waves broke
in a depth equal to 1.3 h. For ocean waves at St. Augustine,
Fla., with a strong wind blowing in the direction of waves
advance, they broke in a depth of 1 .25 h. (11)
The Energy of A Wave:- The energy in a wave consists of
of the kinetic energy, due to the movement of the particles
in their orbits, and the potential energy due to the higher
elevation of the center of gravity of the wave from the
still-water level. The values of the kinetic and potential
energies of a particle are identical, therefore the total
energy of a wave is one-half kinetic and one-half poten-
tial.
The theoretical energy 'E', in foot-pounds, of a deep
water wave of length,'L
'
feet, height, 'h' feet, and width
of 1 foot, for fresh water, is given by:(12)
2 [- h 27E =~ + Ep = 7.8 L h. 1 - 4.935 (L).J ••••••
(10) Molitor, David A., op. cit., p. 988.
(11) D.D. Gaillard, op. cit., pp. 104-105 •
(12) Moli tor, David A. , op. c1 t., p. 990.
(12)
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For salt water, the coefficient 7.8 becomes 8. No parti-
cular use is made of this formula in this paper.
Forces Exerted by Waves :- After various steps, last impor-
tant problem for the designing engineer is the consideration
of the force that a wave develops in striking a marine
structure.
If wave motion is stopped by any obstruction, a part at
least, of the energy of the wave will be exerted against
the obstruction itself, and unless the obstruction is strong
enough to resist the attack of successive waves, its dest-
ruction is likely to happen. The reason for this is the
differen t ways in which the wave force is exerted and trans-
mitted; for example,
1. The force can be a static pressure due to the head
of the column of water, or
2. It can be the result of the kinetic energy of moving
particles in the water, or
3. The impact of floating bodies on the water, or
4. The subsidence of the mass of water thrown against
the structure may produce a partial vacuum, causing
pressures inside, or
5. There may occur any combination of the above effects.
These effects can be transmitted through cracks, joints
or fissures in the structure itself;
1. by, hydraUlic pressure, or
2. by, pneumatic pressure, or
3. by the combination of the two.
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The most satisfactory way to find the forces exerted by
waves is by making direct measurements. A series of self -
registering dynamometers are placed on the surface of the
structure. Dynamometer measurements were carried on for
many years by Thomas Stevenson in 1843 to 1844. The exper-
iments made in 1901 to 1903, by Captain Gaillard on Lake
Superior, is the most valuable data for this SUbJect.
To give an idea about the forces exerted by ocean waves,
the following is listed as described by various authorities:
The Carr Rock beaoon was overturned in November, 1718,
soon after being finished, by the waves of the German OCean.
This beacon was a column of freestone 36 feet in height and
17 feet at the base. The diameter at the plane of fracture
was 12 feet 9 inches, and at the level of high water 11 feet
6 inches.
On February 15, 1853, during a northeast gale, a large
body of water was thrown upon the lantern of Noas Head light
house, Caithnessshire, which was situated about 175 feet
above the sea.
At Ymuiden, the harbor entrance of the Amsterdam Canal,
the breakwaters are vertical, or nearly vertical, structures,
with mounds of concrete blocks on the seaward side. During a
gale a 2o-ton block was lifted by a wave vertically to a
hight of 12 f'eet and landed upon the top of the pier, which
was 4 f'eet 10 inches above high water.
At Cherbourg, the breakwater is composed of an immense
embankment of loose stone protected in places by concrete
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blocks measuring 700 cubic t'eet eaoh. The embankment of
stone issurmounted by a wall 20 f'eet in height. During a
very severe storm December 25, 1836, stones weighing nearly
7 t 000 pounds were thrown over the top of' the wall, and many
of the huge concrete blocks were moved, some of them as far
a.s 60 f'eet, and two of them were overturned.
Hagen statas that on August 20, 1857, during a storm
in the harbor of Cette, a block of concrete, 2,500 cubic
feet in volume and weighing about 125 tons, was moved upon
its bed for a distance of more than "3 feet.(13)
The Wave :Pressure Formulas:- The formula for hydrodynamic
pressure on a submerged plate, (in pounds per square feet)
according to Dubuat is:(14)
v
2
p =k w 2 g ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (13)
Where, 'v' 1s the forwa.rd motion of the plate.
In order to determine the character of the force due
to the impact of a wave against a dynamometer, it is neces-
sary to consider what changes take place in wave motion at
the instant of breaking.
If a wave advances into water of uniformly decreasing
depth, it will be noticed that the velocity and the wava
length decreases, the crest becomes narrower and steeper,
while height increases for a time •. When the depth which
(13) D.D. Gaillard, Ope cit., p. 110.
(14) Molitor, David A., Ope cit., p. 991.
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limits further unbroken propagation has been reached, about
65 to 85 per cent of the total wave height is above the still
water level. Then the top of the wave is thrown forward,
and the wave becomes wholly a wave of translation.
According to Captain Gaillard's observations, the mass
of water which :rorms the top of the wave at the instance of
breaking, usually moves forward with a greater horizontal
velocity that that of' a wave propagation. Captain Gaillard
was unable to determine the ratio of the horizontal velocity
tVe ., of this mass of' water to that of wave propagation, by
observation. But further careful investigations made him
believe that the maximum possible value of' 'v I is equal to
c
lVi, plus the theoretical orbital velocity of a particle at
the crest of the wave.(15)
The velocity in the force formula is then substituted
with the combined velocity of propagation, lV', and the max-
imum orbital velocity, 'vo ', of a particle. Hence, the
equation becomes:
Pmax= ~ ~ ( v + vo)~ ••••••••••••••••• (14)
'k' in this equation is an empirical ooefficient evaluated
from Captain Gaillard's observations for the Lake Superior
and North Beaoh, St. Augustine, Fla. 'k' has a value from
1.30 to 1.71 for winds from 30 to 70 miles per hour. For
ocean storm waves, Ik' may be taken as 1.8. Only in one
(15) D.D. Gaillard, Ope cit., p. 160.
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case out of 107 observations did 'k' reach its maximum pos-
sible theoreti~al limit of 2.0 .(16)
For fresh-water waves, 'w' is equal to 62.4 pounds per
cubic feet,. and for salt-water waves,'w' is equal to 64.4
pounds per cubic feet, while accelaration due to gravity is
taken as 32.2 second-feet.
The velocity of prop~ation for waves formed in any
depth of water is given by equation (8). The maximum or-
bital velocity of a wave particle 1s:(17)
v = a.
t C/27TgoL ..•.•.•.....••...••• (15)
a' and b' are the semi-major and minor axes of the el-
liptical orbits at the depth ft', below the centers of the
surface orbits. The semi-major and minor axes of' the sur-
face orbits as and b s are mentioned before. The main dif-
ference between a', b t and as' be 1s that a' and b' are
semi axes at the depth d', where d' is the depth from the
center of surface orbits to the center of orbits whose semi
axes are a' and b' •





Where,'~ 'is the ratio of the axes of the ellipt1cal orbits
a t and b', and 'ht, the height of the wave. The numerioal
values of t c ' and t~' given in the following table, render
(16) Molitor, David A., Ope cit., p. 1006.
(17) Ibid. p. 989.
these expressions applicable to the solution of problems:
TABLE 6.- Values of c, and fi , in Equations (9), (15),
(20), and (21)(18)
Depth Depth
ratio, Values Values Values ratio, Values Values Values
do of c of t1 of}=cp do of c of P ofJ'=ct'
L L
O.OS 0.552 3.286 1.814 0.30 0.977 1.047 1.023
0.10 0.746 1.796 1.340 0.35 0.988 1.025 1.013
0.15 0.858 1.358 1.165 0.40 0.994 1.013 1.007
0.20 0.922 1.177 1.085 0.45 0.997 1.007 1.004
0.25 0.958 1.090 1.044 0.50 0.998 1.004 1.002
In the above table, the depth ratio, dolL is the ratio
of the depth from the center of surface orbits to the bot-
tom, to the wave length. The ratio is only used in case of
shallow-water waves. (See Fig. 1)
do' as mentioned above, the depth from the center of
the surface orbits to the bottom is equal to:
h2d
o
= d + 2 L' ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (17)
So, the depth ratio becomes,
~o = f + 2 (~)2 ••••••••••••••••••••• (18)
by means of which the values of dolL in the previous table
can be calculated.
After the value of a' is substituted in the formula
(15), it becomes,
(18) Molitor, David A., Ope cit., p. 989.
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• • • • • • • • • • •• (20)7 .11J'~
. vL
v =fi h (14.22) _
o 2[L' .
vo=P~ c J~~g (19)
c ~ is substltuted bY)A' and the values of''Tf, g is replaced
numerically,
Lastly, the quantity (v + v
o
) in the equation (14) is subs-
tituted by the above obtained value of' 'v
o
' and velocity of
propagation, (equation 9) the resulting equation is the fol-
lowing, k w·
2 g
IT h 2 )( ~ .26 Cv L + 7 .11fIvL) _.... (21
After finding out the maximum pressure exerted by a
striking wave, it is necessary to determine the elevation
above still-water level at which this maximum occurs, and
the he1ght to which a completely obstructed wave acts.
The maximum wave pressure occurs at a height 'h:L', above
still-water level, whose value 1s,(19)
h l = 0.12 h •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (22)
When a wave is completely obstructed by a vertical




= 2 a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (23)
above the still-water level, and at this height the pressure
becomes zero.
(19) Molitor, David A., Ope cit., p. 992.
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Oblique Impact of Waves:- The angle with which the waves
strike upon a breakwater, is of great importance in deter-
mining the forces exerted by them. Waves striking the face
of the breakwater obliquely produce less pressure than
those that strike normally.
The angle '0<' being the angle between the vertical.
face of a s truc ture and the direc tion of travel, and 'p',
the wave force per unit of surface acting perpendicular to
the face of the structure will be: (20)
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (24)
This is a theoretical relation and it is not true for
every case of wave action. For example when 0< = 0, that is
if the waves are running parallel to the breakwater, the
above expression would show that no wave force is being exer-
ted against it. On the other hand both experiment and ob-
servation show that there is a considerable static pres-
sure due to the height of waves running along the side of
the breakwater. For instance at one point a wave crest on
the outside of the breakwater may be oppoai te a wave hollow
on the inside, while at some other point the reverse con-
dition exists. However, the above expression gives the
value of forces exerted by the wave action, not static prea-
aure.
If a pier or breakwater forma an angle with the shore
into which oncoming waves are crowedao that the space avail-
(20) D.D. Gaillard, Ope cit., p. 201.
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Fig. 3. Oblique waves
able for further travel becomes narrower. the destructive
effect of the waves will be greatly increased. owing to the
concentration of their energy within more confined limits.
:;1
DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF BREAKWATERS
A breakwat.er is a structure built within the domain
of the sea and submerged for the greater part of its bulk '.
As the name implies, its function is to break up large
waves. preventing them from exerting their destructive in-
fluence upon the area sheltered for the reception of ship-
ping.
Breakwaters are classed under three main heads:
1. Vertical type
2. Mound type
3. Cellular Cofferdam type
Vertical type includes battered or slightly inclined
faces. This type of breakwater requires less material per
unit of length than any other form • With regard to the
action of waves against a vertical face, waves of oscil-
lation, and also those of' translation up to certain limits,
,
rise against such a face to approximately double the height
of their crests above the normal water level and they are
reflected from it. or from a face having a backward incli-
nation, or better, not exceeding 45 degrees. A similar
wave depression is propagated downwards, which tends to
scour out a hollow along the base of the breakwater.
Breakwaters of the Vertical Type.
1. Timber Framing Filled With Rubble Stones : - Where suitable
materials can be procured at reasonable cost. pile-work
breakwaters, with hearting of rubble stone, may often be
constructed qUickly, and at considerably less cost than
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those built 01' solid masonry or concrete. Breakwaters of
this class are best suited for shallow water, where they
will not be exposed to very heavy seas. When the ground is
sUitable, the piles 1'or such breakwaters, instead of being
/r4/ht!'S I~ /eef t:lp7/'1
Fig. 4. Timber framing filled with rubble
f'ramed together on land, are generally driven from an over-
hanging travelling stage, the ties and bracings being fixed
to them in place. It is necessary, in constructing such
works, to back up the :frame work with rubble as quickly as
possible, because upon this the stability of the structure
in a great measure depends; and frames, while unbacked, are
very liable to be displaced and damaged, even by moderate
seas.
The function of timber framing 1s to encase the rubble
and prevent its dispersion, the rubble on the other hand,
giving support to the framing by its weight. The larger
stones, selected f'or the faces, are usually packed in their
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rough, undressed state, so as to rorm rairly close work,
the largest being reserved ror the weather side. The
hearting i8 usually formed by merely tipping the rubble
from wagons or barges.
In designing works of this class, facility of repair
should be kept prominently in mind, and inaccessible parts
such as bracings and through ties, should be made of the
most durable materials.
2. Breakwaters with Side Walls of Concrete Blocks or Masonry
and Hearting of Dry Rubble:- This class of breakwater
is only suitable for sites where the exposure is small.
Exceptional risk is taken during the construction of break-
waters of this type. The advanced side wallS have to stand
unsupported until the rubble is filled in between them, as
far as the cross-walls will admit. This having been done,
Fig. 5. Masonry walls with dry rubble heartlng
a heavy gale will pour water into the cavities. After this,
masses of water which are thrown up by waves will fall and
the resulting pressure will act like a force-pump, bursting
the work apart. Obviously, the roadway of such a breakwater
as this should be made exceptionally strong, because during
a storm it may be regarded as the key to the whole work.
Advantages of Using Large Concrete Blocks in Breakwater Con-
struction :- The use of large blocks of concrete in cons-
tructing breakwaters possesses many advantages over the old
system of bUilding with rubble or blocked stone in place.
Each individual block is far better able to resist heavy
seas than newly built masonry composed of smaller materials.
The making of blocks may also be proceeded with concur-
rently with the building of the breakwater, as well as
during rough weather when building in the sea is impossible.
3. Breakwaters Formed Of Concrete Blocks Laid in Horizontal
Oourses :- In this olass of breakwater concrete bags for
the levelling of the foundation place is reqUired. This
haVing been satisfactorily accomplished, the blocks are
lowered by the setting machine, and placed in position by
the aid of divers.
The unevenness of the blocks require the levelling of
the block surfaces by mason-divers as the work proceeds, an
operation which causes much expense and loss of time.
When the upper courses have been set in cement and
grouted, they are practically monolithic. The blocks of
the top courses may with advantage be moulded with sinkages,
similar to the frogs in bricks. This gives the capping an




Fig. 6. Concrete blocks in horizontal courses
capping i8 commonly formed of mass concrete deposited in
place, and to prevent unsightly cracks, it should be moulded
in short lengths, each length covering not more than two, or
at the most three rows of blocks.
A breakwater constructed in the manner just described
should have an unexceptionable foundation, otherwise un-
equal settlement is almost sure to occur. All blocks should
•
be laid as headers. The smallest possible surface will
thus be opposed to the wave-stroke. If desired, the out-
side blocks may be faced with stone on their exposed faces,
so as to enable them the better to resist erosion.
4. Breakwaters or Piers of Concrete Mass-Work, Deposited
Within Temporary Frames:- The monolithic system, or
that of ~orming breakwaters by depositing freshly mixed
concrete within temporary frames, either under or above
the water-level, is applicable to large or smaller works
alike. By this method the tedious and expensive operation
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of accurately levelling foundations is to a great extent
rendered unnecessary.
The method usually adopted in constructing this class
of work is to erect a framing of wood or steel, consisting
of uprights, the ends of which rest either in shoes, or if
the sea-bed is o~ rock, in holes drilled therein, to which






Fig. 7. Mass-work within temporary frames
usually from 3 to 4 inches thick, which ~orm the sides of
the frame. The lower ends of these rest upon the sea-bed,
or other base, and conform to any irregularities which may
exist. In cases where the fOWldation is very irregular ,
it may be necessary to cut the bottoms of the planks to
fit it. The openings should not be too large. In case of
large openings, a canvas lining, covering the sides and the
bottom portion is provided to prevent the loss of cement
by the wash of the sea.
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After the concrete has been deposited, its surface, if
within reach of waves, should be protected from their erosive
action. Mass concrete is deposited under water by passing
it through a shoot or trunk. In order to exclude the water,
the shoot should be kept full of concrete by filling the
shoot continously at the top. It should extend nearly to
the bottom, and it ought to be slowly moved about, so as to
distribute the concrete. The system of depositing concrete
by means of skips is also used.
Large pieces of clean stone may, for economy, be used
in mass concrete. These should not touch each other, but
should be kept at least 9 inches or 1 toot a.part.
For under-water ma.ss-work usually concrete as rich as
1 part of cement to 3 or 4 parts of shingle is used. Mono-
lithic work should be executed in sections of convenient
length, say from 15 feet to 20 feet, each section termi-
nating with a vertical jOint~(l) If this is not accomplished
1rregular, unsightly cracks will appear.
5. Concrete Bag-Work:- Concrete placed in strong bags
made of jute sacking, and deposited while in a soft state,
may conveniently be applied in forming under-water founda-
tions and bases of piers. Where bags, or 'bag-blocks' as
they are sometimes called, of' large size are used, 'the
spaces between them may be filled up and levelled with rich
(1) Shield, William, Principles and Practice of Harbor
CODstruction, Longmans Green, London., p. 187, 1895.
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concrete or smaller bags may be used, in which case they
should be placed and well packed in by divers. Bags of
large size are often used in forming 'aprons' to protect
foundations from disturbance by scour. The bags are com-
monly deposited by means of iron skips of special construc-
tion, having their bottoms formed of flaps or lids opening
outwards and supported by catches.
It is important that concrete in bag-work should be
deposited in place after mixing, sooner the better. Other-
wise setting occurs, an interference which impairs the
strength of the concrete. The system of dropping large bags
of concrete through a considerable depth of water is in-
jurious, and should not be performed often.
Bag-work may be roughly levelled at the time of deposit
by weight applied from above, with the directions of the
divers' signals.
The proportions of materials most suitable for making
concrete to be used in this olass of work, are 1 part of
Portland cement to 4 or 5 parts of sand and shingle or
broken stone. Inasmuch as it is almost impossible to avoid
leaVing some spaces between the bags in bag-work, -~'es'pec1ally
at thel~ ends ,~.1t:,rj:s not desirable to expose a bag-work
face to the action of heavy seas.
Breakwaters or The Mound Type
1. Mound Breakwaters of Rubble Stone : - A mound of rubble
stone deposited in the sea will be washed down by the action
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of the waves, and it will assume a profile which will vary
in form in difrerent localities, according to the height of
waves, the depth or water, the size and specific gravity of
the materials of which it is composed. The level up to which
the mound is carried in relation to the waterline, is also
important.
The slopes of mounds which rise above low water level,
or in which the surface is not far below it, often many
years after, attain a flatter slope by the action of the
waves. The slope of the mound is steeper, corresponding
with its angle of repose, below the water level. On the
other hand, the slope is flatter near and above the water
level, all due to the action of waves.
An objection often voiced against rubble mound break-
waters is, that the stones are sUbject to wear from wave
action. No doubt the surface stones are rolled a.bout and
rounded by the ceaseless action of the waves by their
. c>
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Fig. 8. Rubble stone mound
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grinding. one against the other, just as in the case of na-
tural beaches. However, the annual waste from this cause is
very small. It is unreasonable to expect that works, espe-
cially sea-works, can be made to last forever without main-
tenance.
The vertical structure, if plaoed upon a rubble mounft,
at once alters the pre-existing oonditions. Where no dist-
urbanoe previously occured, an excavating action will take
place. This is caused by the downward action of the waves
striking against the faoe of the wall, and by the force of
their recoil.
The surface of' a rubble mound surmounted by a super-
structure should either be carried up well above high water,
and be maintained at that level, so as to make the waves
break and expend themselves upon it; or it should be kept
at such a depth below low water as not to seriously affect
the character of the waves.
It is well to select the largest of the stones for
deposi t on the seaward slope and top of the mound.
2. Mound Breakwaters of Concrete Blocks, Thrown Together
Pell-Mell :- Breakwaters constructed entirely of pell-
mell block-work are few in number, the reason being that
the use of rubble with blocks makes the works more econo-
mical in cost.
The combinations of' rubble and pell-mell block-work
are given below: (2)
(2) Shield, William., Ope cit., p. 208.
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Fig. 9. Type (a)
a. A rubble base, brought up to within, say, 15 or 20 feet
of low water, with a pell-mell mound of blocks placed
upon it.
5ea SFde
Fig. 10. Type (b)
b. A mound of sorted rUbble, of which the smaller sizes are
used to form the core, the larger being reserved for the
outer coating. This mound is capped by one of pell-mell
blocks, a layer or covering of which is also carried
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down to the sea-bed on the seaward side, so as to en-
tirely protect the seaward slope.
Fig. 11. Type (c)
c. A mound or pell-mell blocks, backed up on the harbor side
by rUbble, in order to prevent the passage of undulations
and silt.
Fig. 12. Type ( d)
d. A pell-mell block mound with a concrete or masonry super-
structure erected on top it.
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Sea. Side
Fig. 13. Type (e)
e. A rubble mound with superstructure; the seaward slope
being faced with pell-mell blocks.
f. A low rUbble mound with vertical superstructure, having
a wave breaker or pell-mell blocks on the seaward side.
The slopes assumed by rubble in breakwaters of the mound
type, are proportionate to the size and specific gravity of
the stones of which the mound is composed or faced. The
same may be said of mounds formed of concrete blocks. In all
cases, therefore, where pell-mell block mounds are used, the
slope of the mound should be steep, and the blocks propor-
tionately large.
The voids in a pell-mell block mound, and the rugged-
ness of its slope, materially assist in breaking up waves
and checking their run.
The pell-mell system of constructing breakwaters has
been largely used in the Mediterrenean than elsewhere, and
it has proved satisfactory.
In the type (e) mentioned above, two points require
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special attention:
1. To be careful not to expose more rubble at a time
than is necessary, because of their dispersion
before it coula be protected by blocks.
2. Not to use rubble of small size on the seaward face,
as to admitof its being drawn out between the blocks
by the action of the waves.
Mixed rubble may be safely used in the lower section
of the mound; and by carrying this well forward as the work
advances, the larger class of rubble may be selected and
used as a coating.
In a pell-mell mound formed entirely of concrete blocks,
only about two thirds or three fourths of its volume will be
solid, the remaining one third or one fourth being voids
between the blocks.
During recent years, experience has shown that blocks




Fig. 14. Stepped block facing
pell-mell. So, this represents another type of breakwater.
In some of the more recent works, especially those carried
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out by Italian engineers in the Mediterrenean sea, stepped
block facing has therefore been adopted in preference to
pell-mell work.(3)
The placing of blocks in stepped courses is naturally
somewhat more expensive than merely throwing them into the
sea pell-mell. This system is somewhat objectionable, that
the lower blocks derive little help from the weight of those
above them. On the other hand, breakwaters of this type,
are comparatively free from sea risk while construction is
in progress.
All blocks are bedded dry, no mortar is used. The
weights of the blocks employed by the Italian engineers in
the Mediterrenean, varied from about 28 tons to 36 tons each.
Cellular Breakwaters (4)
Cellular breakwaters have been used a great deal lately,
but only on inland waterways, lakes, and rivers. They con-
sist of a series of enclosures formed by steel sheet piling,
similar to cellular cofferdams. Their chief advantage is
that ordinary sand, a much cheaper fill, can be used for the
inside of the cells. The piles, moreover, are easily driven
to reach firm layers under the bottom, and dredging of the
site can be eliminated.
(3) Shield,William., op. cit., p. 212.
(4) Andersen, Paul., Substructure Analysis and Design, The
Ronald Press Company, New York, p. 232. 1948.
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TYPES OF FOUNDATIONS
Vertical breakwaters are, more than any others, depen-
dent for their stability upon the excellence of their foun-
dations.
Rock Foundations :- Rock is generally considered best for
foundations. But rock foundations are often very treacher-
ous, and they are, moreover, difficult to deal with, some
of which will be noticed shortly.
Concrete Foundations
System A.- In this system, the rock is roughly dressed and
levelled to receive a course of face stones. These:. should
be squared and well bedded in cement mortar. The :face-stones
Fig. 15. System (A)
may be made of various thicknesses if desired, so as to mi-
nimize the amount of rock cutting. When the setting of
these has been accomplished the space between them may be
rilled with rich concrete of Portland cement, sometimes with
the use of rubble stone. The surface should then be care-
fully finished off, so as to resist the action of the waves.
System B.- Wrought-iron pins or bars, provided with eyes for
the reception of bolts or coach screws, are let into the
rock at intervals of about 5 or 6 feet, and to these are
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attached temporary planks, roughly cut to fit the irregu-
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Fig. 16. System (B)
planks are set to the required level, and the concrete is
then deposited between them.
In order to prevent undermining, any spaces which may
exist between the bottom of the planks and the rock surface
should be stopped with cement. If this is not done, jute
canvas should be nailed. along the lower edge of the planks,
on the inner side, and it should have sufficient width to
underlie the concrete for a distance of 12 or 15 inches.
If several tiers of p~anks are used, the joints must be
made watertight, or they must be covered With canvas so as
to protevt the concrete until it has set.
It has been stated that foundations on rock often
present considerable difficulties, that are much increased
when the work is situated below low water. The following are
few examples.
1. Extreme Unevenness of Surface :- Here, steep slopes and
ridges occur, points project, and gullies and pockets are so
arranged and shaped that satisfactory work cannot be made ,
(1) Shield, William., Ope cit., p. 259.
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either with ordinary bag-work or with mass-work in frames,
until some of the irregularities are reduced.
Mass concrete, deposited from skips is generally found
useful as a rirst step towards levelling up such foundations.
As a means of confining concrete deposited in this manner,
where boarding cannot be used well, cement bags about three
parts filled with sand will be found satisfactory. Similar
bags filled with soft concrete may be used in mass-work, in
positions where there is not room for larger bags to be de-
posited, and where there is no risk of their being withdrawn
by the sea. But they do not form such close work as mass-
concrete, and they cost more.
2. Steeply Inclined Surfaces On The Site of The Breakwater,
Running Either Parallel to it or Crossing it Obliquely:-
The only satisfactory way of dealing with such cases is to
bench the rock, either by a few benchings or, as shown in
the Fig.17, by a series of stepped benchings, as circumstan-
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Fig. 17. Benching
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light charges of dynamite or other suitable explosive. Heavy
charges, although effecting a saving in time and labor, are
likely to break up and shake the rock upon which it is in-
tended to found the work.
3. Steeply Inclined Strata, Intersected by Gullies, vlliich
are Often Partially Filled by Boulders, Gravel, and Sand:-
The danger and caution here is the slipping of the rock
strata upon each other when loaded with the breakwater. This
CROSS SECT ION
OF BREAI<WA
Fig. 18. Example (3)
may be prevented either by filling the gully with concrete,
(after the removal of the boulders, gravel, etc., from it)
by which means the ends of the strata will be supported,
and slipping prevented. Another way to prevent it is by ben-
ching the rock as shown in Fig .17 •
4. Steeply Inclined Rock Strata, Crossing A Breakwater and
Terminating by An Abrupt Face Across The Seaward Side of
The Work :- In a case of this kind, any attempt to bench
the rock by blasting or otherwise would be almost sure to
loosen it back to its natural beds, and makes matters worse
rather than better. It would, however, be out of question
to attempt to found upon such a sloping face, unless there is















Fig. 19. Example (4)
a substantial buttress in ~ront of it to prevent forward
slipping. Probably, there~ore, the best procedure in such
cases is to set as much work as possible ahead of the slope,
and then work backwards, closing up to the rock by means of
mass concrete, as shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
CROSS SECTION
OF BREAKWATER
Foundation ~ed Formed o~ MOS3-CO rete
Fig. 20. Example (4)
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It often happens that several descriptions of work
might be in progress at the same time, like :
a. Removing loose gravel, boulders, etc.;
b. Boring and blasting the rock in various positions,
and removing debris;
c. Putting in bag-work or mass-concrete, and levelling
foundations;
d. Setting blocks, and so forth.
When rock is soft, or of texture whieh admits of its
being easily worked, it is sometimes dressed and carefully
levelled by divers for the reception of the foundation course
the blocks of which are laid directly upon the bed so pre-
pared. When this system is used, the first course is USUally
treated as a compensating one, the blocks for it being made
of special thickness, increaaing by 6 inches or a foot at
a time.
Where a foundation consists of hard rock, such as those
of igneous origin, or of the metamorphic class, this kind
of treatment is impracticable, and some levelling medium
must be introduced between the irregular rock surface and
the first course of blocks.
Until recently, bags of concrete were commonly used for
founding blocks upon, the formation of accurately levelled
beds of mass-concrete under water not being considered
practicable.
Founding Upon Sand :- Sand, being practically incompressible,
forms an excellent foundation, so long as it is not allowed
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to escape. When, however, a rubble mound breakwater, or one
composed of blocks thrown pell-mell, it is placed upon a
sandy bottom, the rubble or blocks will soon subside to a
certain extent, due to the wash of the water about them eva-
cuating the sand and drawing it away. They thus gradually
settle down, find their bearings and become stable.
In placing the vertical breakwater upon a sand founda-
tion, it is necessary, at first, to protect the sand from
scour. This is usually done by depositing a thick layer of
rubble stone over the side to be occupied by the breakwater,
and extending it well to seaward, so as to form a wide apron.
It should also be extended on the sheltered side.
With the object of avoiding or reducing the evacuating
action of the waves striking against the vertical face, some
engineers, favor a curved profile for breakwaters, such pro-
file being either the arc of a circle, or a cycloidal curve.
It has, however, been found in practice that all such curved
profiles throw the water higher than a straight, vertical
face, and that they rather increase than diminish the scour
at the toe of the wall. They are moreover, very difficult
to construct under water, and they are structurally weak
presenting the intradoSL of an arch to the wave action.
Mud:- Mud contrasts unfavorably with sand, because of its
extreme readiness to yield when weight is applied. Hence the
systems of dealing with sand foundations are not always ap-
plicable to a mud bottom.
The covering of rUbble with superstructure on top would
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sink 1nto the mud, but it would yield and continue to sink as
more weight was placed upon it.
When mud is not o~ great thickness, it is good, as in
the case of sand to remove it, and found upon the more solid
ground underneath. The necessary amount of stability may be
obtained, if the depth of water be not too great, by driving
piles, 12 or 13 square inches, about 4 feet apart, over the
entire area to be occupied by the breakwater.(2) The heads
of these should be cut o~f perfectly level, and well below
the surface of the mud, so as to ensure them against attack
by sea worms. Sills then should be halved into the piles
and bolted to them, 80 as to connect them together and afford
support to close 6 inch planking, which should be spiked to
the sills 80 as to form a platform whereon to build the
superstructure. In work of this kind, wide SUbstantial aprons
must be provided, to secure it from injury by scour and
un derm in ing •
There are other methods of dealing with mud bottom, for
example, by sinking caissons, or by dredging a trench,
either between rows of sheet piling or of sufficient width
to allow for side slopes, until a firm bottom is reached,
and then depositing rUbble or concrete.
Gravel :- Requires like the same kind of treatment as sand.
Clay:- Clays must be dealt with according to their charac-
ter, some being almost as soft as mud, while others are suf-
(2) Shield, William., Ope cit., p. 272.
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ficiently hard and compact to support the structure without
special treatment.
Founding Upon Rubble :- During the time that a mound upon
which it is intended to erect a superstructure is being
deposited, and especially as it approaches the level at
which the superstructure will be founded, accurate soundings
should be taken at close intervals in order to prevent the
rubble being carrle~ up to higher level.
The usual method of levelling up the irregularities,
and forming a true bed for the reception of blocks, whether
these are to laid in horizontal courses or on the sloping
system, after having roughly levelled the rubble, is to de-
posit a layer of small broken stone or chippings, which the
divers pack and arrange to the level require d. If this is
carefully done, it forms a very good bed for the first
course of blocks to rest on.
When a mound has been formed by depositing stone of all
sizes in due proportions, it is practically impermeable,
and in such cases a levelling of small broken stone and
chippings is probably the best means of forming a true bed.
But when only selected stone,excluding small stone, has
been used, about one third of the mound consists of voids,
and there i8 a rush of we.ter through it as each wave rises
against the face of the superstructure. In a mound thus
formed, a levelling bed of small stones, unless secured as
above described, or in some other efficient way, would be
almost certain to work down into the voids of the mound,
and injure the work.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ISTANBUL HARBCR AND CONDITIONS
AFFECTING THE DESIGN
General Conditions :- The city of Istanbul is situated at
410 north latitude and 290 east longitude. On southwest
lies, the Sea of Maramara, towards the north, the Bospborus
leads to the Black Sea.. ( See Ma.p I )
The entrance to the Bosphorus and to the Golden Horn,
constitute a natural harbor which is the present harbor of
Istanbul, and lies between 400 59' and 410 02' north latitudes,
280 59' and 29°02' east longitudes. The necessary terminals
and transportation facilities are on the European side. The
present harbor does not meet the demands. of a modern harbor,
a discussion being made previously~!n the introduction,
therefore a new harbor is to be constructed on the Asiatic
side, at the end of' the Ankara-Istanbul-Europe railroad.
The new harbor will be situated between 400 59'15"and
410 00 '15" north latitudes, 290 01' 00" and 290 0i I~ott east
longitudes. This harbor will front on the Sea of Mar.aara,
that is, open to the action of the Sea of Marmara.
Sea and Wind Data:- Conditions encountered at the port lo-
cation is very similar to those prevailing at many of the
Great Lakes ports in the United States.
The primary factors affecting the general design are as
:follows:
1. The Sea of Marmara has a maximum fetch of 100 miles.
2. The maximum depth of the Sea of Marmara is 500 fath-
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oms.
3. The prevailing winds are north 430 east and south 11°
west; secondary ones being south 87° east and south
89° west. (See Wind Diagram Fig. 21)
4. Maximum wind velocity is 45 statue miles per hour
and 39 nautical miles per hour.
5. There is no appreciable amount of tide in the Sea of
Marmara. (1.20 reet)
6. There is a current through the Bosphorus from the
Black Sea to the Sea of' Marmara:
Currents A B
Direction North to south South to north
Surface 5 t knots Nonevelocity
Subsurf'ace
velocity None Unimportan t
7. Maximum recorded wave height is 10 feet, calculated
height is 11.40 feet.
8. Annual temperature is 1030 F to l30F.
9. Annual precipitation is 620 mm.
10. There is no settling and filling within the proposed
harbor area.
11. Although the country is one SUbject to severe earth
shocks, there is no available record, up to now, of
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Coast Line and Sea Bed Data :- Coast line at the port can be
characterized as rather uniform sandy shores, sloping evenly
and rather steeply into deep water. No rocky outcrops are
encountered close to the shore, and borings have not indica-
ted any ledge rock on the sea-bed, within the harbor area.(l)
(See Fig.21) Borings show that sea-bed materials consist of
sand, clay, and sandy mud ranging from fairly soft to fairly
hard, as indicated in the diagram. These materials should
dredge easily and still provide adequate foundation for and
support the breakwater.
No major stream estuaries are available in the locality
and drainage into the harbor is not sufficient to present
problems of silting within the harbor.
Conditions Determining Harbor Arrangement at Haydarpa~a :-
The Haydarpa~a harbor is located so as to take advantage of
a small bay, where the ferry terminal is now situated. This
location also makes the south breakwater rather short, 90
meters.(See Map III) The sea-bed slopes off to deep water
very rapidly, so that it is necessary to make the harbor as
long and narrow as possible in order to keep tge cost of the
breakwater from becoming prohibitive.
In this plan the main entrance is kept at the north end,
with a channel 1300 feet wide between the ends of the piers
and the breakwater. (See Map III) Large vessels coming from
the Aegean Sea must sail past the harbor and turn before
entering, but the saving in co~t and greater safety obtained
more than justify this arrangement.
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.An a.uxi1iary entrance at the southern end allows small
ships requiring not over thirty ~eet of depth to enter at
this end during calm \'Teather. During storms they can af-
ford to sail a little farther and use the north entrance.
The total length of the breakwaters will be 7000 feet, 2130
meters.
As the southern end faces the south, the height of waves
inside the harbor that enter through the southern end must
be determined. The maximum height of waves are taken to find
their height inside the harbor so that their limits of des-
truction can be determined.
The equation (5) is used in the preceding calculation.
x = li~ (h + h fi:) In50
h = 11.40 tt.
b = 160'm = 525 ft.
D = 510 m = 1670 ft.






= 5.35 - 16.75 x 6.38
50
X = 3.21 feet = 0.98 meters
Not too high, not destructive.
(1) Ambursen Engineering Corporation, Ar~ In~aat TUrk Anonim
9irketl, Economic and Engineering Report for New Harbor
at Istanbul, New York. p. 42. March, 1949.
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THE SELECTION OF THE TYPE OF BREAKWATER
The choice of materials and. cross-section for the break-
water is influenced by the availability of the materials,
relative cost of labor and. equipment in Turkey, and. the
record of many years of experience with breakwaters under
comparable conditions by the United States Army, Corps of
Engineers in connection with ports in the United States.
The integration of all of these factors resulted in the
decision to build the rUbble mound type of breakwaters with
a concrete superstructure. This type of breakwaters were
discussed in the chapter 'Mound Breakwaters of Concrete
Blocks, Thrown Together Pell-Mell', Type (e). It should be
kept in mind, while constructing this type o~ breakwater,
not to expose more rubble of small size on the seaward face.
No cap or parapet wall is needed. Where a quay is built
adjacent to the breakwater, a spray wall and wave drain may
be reqUired at critical points. Most United States ports
have had excellent experience with such breakwaters, and
heavy concrete caps or walls have not been found necessary.
A great saving in cost is obtained by the omission of these
features, and if anything of this nature seems to be needed,
it can be added in the future.
This design utilizes large quarried rock in pieces ran-
ging upward from eight or ten tons for the surface of both
the inner and outer faces, as well as over the top. The in-
terior is formed of quarry-run rock in all sizes below 10
tons. The seaward face is protected with concrete blocks
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weighing 20 tons each.
In this design, the tType (e)t is altered a little by
haVing the concrete blocks thrown not pell-mell, but in
order. As a whole, the mound consists of a layer of bottom
quarry-run stones of 4 to 400 pounds. On top of this layer,
quarry-run rocks of 1 to 3 tons are placed. The surface of
both outer and inner faces consist of 8 to 10 ton rocks.
The concrete blocks are extended to the toe of the mound and
prevent the scour caused by the backwash of the waves. In
this way, the structure is completely protected against sev-
ere storms. (See Fig .23)
The rock will be obtained from sources fairly close to
the harbor, generally located so that most of the transpor-
tation will be by water. All rock will be sound limestone.
The quarry 1s at the Dil Iskelesi railroad station, 36 miles
southeast along the coast, 200 to 500 meters from the shore~l)
(See Map II)
The cross-section for the breakwater for water depths
in excess of eighteen feet has a slope of two to one on the
seaward side, a slope of one and one-half to one on the
harbor face. This is a conservative cross-section as compa-
red with that used for a number of breakwaters for harbors
with similar fetches in the Great Lakes, Gulf of Mexico, and
other United States ports which have been in place for a con-
siderable number of years and have proven serviceable under
experience with severe storms.
(1) Ambursen Engineering Corporation, Ope cit., p. 45.
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DESIGN
The maximum depth of water in front of the structure is
8 fathoms, 48 feet; minimum depth is 4.5 fathoms, 27 feet.
(See :Map II) The fetch In I is 100 miles and the maximum wind
velocity is 45 miles per hour (Statue) • Therefore, by equation




The deep water wave will break when the depth becomes:
dl = 1.84 h (Equation 10)
= 1;84 (11.4)
d l = 21 feet
Since minimum depth is 27 feet, the wave will strike
the breakwater before breaking, and hence without appreci-
able reduction due to the shoaling effect.
The wave length, for a. 45 miles per hour wind, with the
use of the TABLE 5 1'rill be:
L/h = 18.7
L =18.7 h = 18.7(11.4)
L = 213 feet
Height la t of wave crest above still-water level by




a =1.Lf1: + (11.4)~2 . 213·
= 5.7 + 0.61
a 6.31 feet
The completely obstructed wave will rise to a height of
ho=2 a (Equation 23)
- 2 (6.31)
It is not sufficient that the wall structure must be
capable of resisting the static equivalent of the energy of
the part of the wave stopped by the wall without exceeding
certain requirements of structural stability and safety.
Many of the breakwaters' failures have been caused primarily
by the part of the wave that overtops the structure. The
falling water may produce such an impact on parts of the
superstructure or foundation, on the sheltered side espe-
cially, that the weakened structure will overturn.
So the height of the superstructure should be equal to
the height of the completely obstructed wave, 2a, tbat is
12.62 feet from the still-water level, 60.65 feet from the
bottom of the sea, at the point of the maximum depth (See
Fig .23)
The maximum pressure exerted mid.i ts point of applica-
tion can be calculated now.







= 0.225 + 0.0057
for which TABLE 6, by interpolation gives the following
values for c, (3, and )A.
c = 0.9436, f> = 1.142 and. JA= 1.08
The velocity of propagation is determined by equation
v = 2.26 c vL
= 2.26(0.9436)V2l3
v = 31.2 feet/sec.
v =o
Further more the orbital velocity of wave particle





v = 6.0 feet/sec.
o
'v •o
Equation (21) gives the maximum pressure exerted per
square foot of the surface of sperstructure. 'k', the em-
pirical coefficient, for ocean waves is taken as 1.80. (See
p. 25) 'w' is 64.4 pounds per cubic foot, for salt water.
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k w 2
Pmax= 2 g (v + v 0) .
= 1.8 (64.4) ( 31.2 + 6 )2
2 (32.2)
Pmax= 2490 lbs/sq.ft.
The point of application 'hI' is determined by equation
(22) •
~= 0.12 h
= 0.12 (11 .4)
ht= 1.37 feet, above still-water level.
The above pressure is the result of normally striking
waves; the oblique impact of waves is less than that. There
is an angle of 750 between the direction of wave travel and
the breakwater at Haydarpa~a. Since equation (24) gives the
normal component of the obliquely striking wave:
p = p sin2 c(n .
= 2490 sin27So
p = 2330 lbs/sq.ft.
n
The foregoing calculations make it possible to plot the
pressure curve for the completely obstructed wave.
The total effective pressure 'p' in pounds per linear











































The total effective pressure 'p' is:
P = ~( 2330 x 11.25 ) + §( 2330 x 6.46 )
. .
The sctind term being the area of the seetion of a pa-
rabola, BCD.
P = 13,100 + 10,050
P = 23,150 lbs.
Determination of The Thickness of The Superstructure :- The
total overturning moment about the base is:(See Fig.22)
M = 2330~ ~ 11.25( ~ 11.25 + 1.37 + 8.0 ) +
25. )3 6.46 ( E 6.46 + 6.95»
M =264,000 foot-lbs
The weight of the superstructure in terms of the unknown
width 'x' and allowing for buo~ancy is:
12.62 x (150) + 8.0 x (150 - 64.4) = 1893 x + 684 x
=2577 x
For stability, it is required that the resultant of la-
teral wave pressure and weight must fall within the middle
third of the base, then:
2577 x ~ = 264,000
22577 x = 1,584,000
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x = 24.8 feet
USE x = 27.0 feet.
Stability Investigation of The Superstructure :- The fol-
lowing table is used for determining the submerged weight of
materials.
TABLE 7.- Weights of materials in air and in water, from





(40 0/0 voids) ••••
Concrete, plain •••••••••
Concrete, reinforced ••••














filled with limestone • • • 92 50
(x) Uplift
The following table gives the values of the coefficients
of friction between various materials.
TABLE 8.- Coefficients of friction between various
materials, from A.S.C.E. Transactions,
Vo1. 100, p. 997.
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Materials
All surfaces of masonry or brick-
work in contact •••••••••••••••••••
Stone or brickwork on moist unctu-
Coefficient
0.65 to 0.70
Stone on bed-rock, dry ••••••••••••
ous clay .......................... 0.30
0.70
Concrete blocks on well wetted con-
crete ~loor ••••••••••••••••.••.•••
Concrete blocks on rubble base,
submerged. •••••..•••••••.••......•.
Rubble-filled cribs on rubble mound
SUbmerged •••••••••••••••••••••••••






Assuming the weight of the concrete to be 150 pounds
per cubic foot, and the submerged weight to be 85.5 pounds
per cubic foot, the weight of the superstructure per linear
foot is :
G =150 (27)(12.62) + 85.5 (27) (8.0)
= 51,000 + 18,460
G = 69,560 pounds / linear foot.
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Hence, the factor of safety would be as follows:
Against Overturning




The mound below the superstructure is composed of
limestone; therefore according to TABLE 8, the friction
factor between concrete and the rubble base 1s 0.65; so:
F.S. 69,560 x 0.65
23,150
= 2.0
The writer considers that a factor of safety of 2 1s
suffic ient •
The introduction of an hydrostatic head due to a momen-
tary difference in water level between the front and the
back of the breakwater is not considered a proper addition
to the wave force.
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CCECLUSION
The port of Istanbul comprises the most active and im-
portant center of the industrial and commercial life of
Turkey. It serves the country's largest and most highly
industrialized city and has long been the gateway to Turkey.
A new harbor at Istanbul is needed because, the present
facilities on the west side of the entrance to the strait
are congested, antiquated, of insufficient depth, and to-
tally inadequate in size, location, and equipment to Turkish
trade. Much study has been given in recent years to the
needed port improvements for Istanbul and to the various
means by which these could be provided. The conclusions
drawn from these studies is that, economy of cost, long
range efficiency of port operations, and general feasibility,
all point to the development of a supplementary harbor at
Haydarp aSl a •
It is on the e'ast side of the Bosphorus Strait in the
vicinity of Haydarpa~a, that large scale future extensions to
the port facilities should be made. Favorable foundation
conditions exist here, and the construction of adequate
breakwater protec~ion is entirely feasible. In addition,
this location is better suited to serve the future develop-
ment of the country, beoause it lies at the terminus of the
railroad which joins the harbor with the rest of the Turkish
peninsula. Although the local commerce of the city itself
may continue to focus on the European side of the Strait,
the greatest volume of exports and imports will result from
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the flow of raw materials and manufactured goods to and from
extensive areas of the Asiatic side, tributary to the port.
Bee ause of the f ac t that the city of Is tanbul, on the
western side of the Bosphorus has railway and highway con-
nections with Europe and European Turkey on one hand, and
secondly, the city has important coast-wise shipping with the
rest of the country, the old harbor should be improved some-
what to concentrate the passenger traffic at these points.
The improvements proposed for initial construction for
the new harbor at HaydarpasJa, include a breakwater 7000 feet,
2130 meters long, enclosing a harbor dredged to a depth of
thirty-six feet, providing berths for about fifteen ships.
The main entrance is at the north end of the harbor
with a channel 1300 feet wide. An auxiliary entrance at the
southern end is also provided.
The choice of materials and cross-section for the break-
water is influenced by the availablli ty of the materials ,
relative cost of labor in Turkey, and the record of many
years of experience with breakwaters under comparable condi-
tions in connection with ports in the United States. The type
of breakwater mostly used in the Mediterrenean area also ef-
fected the selection of the type. Therefore a rubble mound
type of breakwater surmounted with a plain concrete super-
structure, to obstruct the waves completely, is favorably
chosen. The rubble type of breakwater, being economical,
also Jistifies the economic side of the project.
This design utilizes large quarried rock in pieces ran-
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ging upward from eight or ten tons for the surface of both
the inner and outer faces. The seaward face is protected
against the action and backwash of the waves, by concrete
blocks weighing 20 tons each. Commonly the minimum weight
of pro~ective concrete blocks used in breakwaters is, 10 tons.
The bottom layer of the mound is of quarry-run stones of 4
to 400 pounds. On top of this layer, quarry-run rocks of
one to three tons are placed. The surface of both outer and
inner faces consists of eight to ten ton rocks.
The cross-section of the breakwater for depths in excess
of eighteen feet has a slope of two to one on the seaward
side, a slope of one and one-half to one, on the sheltered
side.
The height of the waves striking against the break-
water rise to 12.62 feet from the still-water level and the
pressure exerted by them is 2330 pounds per square foot.
These determine the dimensions of the superstructure, which
are"20.62 feet by 27 feet. A safety factor of 2 against s
sliding and overturning is considered sufficient.
The designed breakwater is safe against both the re-
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